We construct IIA GS superstring action on the ten-dimensional pp-wave background, which arises as the compactification of eleven-dimensional pp-wave geometry along the isometry direction. The background geometry has 24 Killing spinors and among them, 16 components correspond to the non-linearly realized kinematical supersymmetry in the string action. The remaining eight components are linearly realized and shown to be independent of x + coordinate, which is identified with the world-sheet time coordinate of the string action in the light-cone gauge. The resultant dynamical N =(4,4) supersymmetry is investigated, which is shown to be consistent with the field contents of the action containing two free massive supermultiplets.
Introduction
In most cases, M theory is much easier to handle when it is compactified along the small circle, in which the theory becomes the weakly-coupled IIA superstring theory. In this case we can use full power of perturbative string theory to probe the model. It may be true even in the M theory on non-trivial background such as pp-wave geometry [1] - [5] . The ppwave geometry for IIB string theory is maximally supersymmetric [6] . Furthermore, the IIB superstring theory on the pp-wave background reduces to free massive theory in the lightcone gauge [7] and thus many techniques in string theory on the flat Minkowski background can be adopted. The theory is used to probe the stringy nature of four-dimensional N = 4
super Yang-Mills theory in [8] .
On the other hand, even though M theory on the eleven-dimensional pp-wave is also maximally supersymmetric, it is not easy to probe various aspects on the theory due to the lack of powerful tool as much as string theory. Matrix model on pp-wave background [8, 9] has interesting property such as the removal of flat directions due to the presence of mass terms. Subsequently, various aspects on matrix theory in pp-wave background has been investigated [10] - [16] . However it has time-dependent supersymmetry which does not commute with the Hamiltonian. The implication of the time-dependent supersymmetry is not clear. And still it may be desirable to study the model in the context of ten-dimensional string theory, more or less like the IIB string theory on pp-wave background.
In this paper we consider the Type IIA superstring theory on the following ten-dimensional pp-wave background:
where
As shown in the appendix, this geometry comes from the compactification of the elevendimensional pp-wave geometry along the isometry direction [17] . 1 It has 24 supersymmetry, thus one may fear that the theory is not so simple compared to the case of maximally supersymmetric IIB string theory on pp-wave geometry. As we will show, 16 supersymmetry in target space is non-linearly realized on the string worldsheet theory. On the other hand, eight supersymmetry is linearly realized. This eight, so-called, dynamical supersymmetry, which is half to the maximally symmetric cases, turns out to be time independent. This means that each half of bosonic fields have the same mass as each half of fermionic fields, forming a supermultiplet. Thus the theory is described by the two-dimensional N = (4, 4) supersymmetric theory with two massive supermultiplets. The light-cone action of the IIA superstring on the above pp-wave geometry turns out to have only quadratic terms, the same as the case of the IIB superstring theory on the pp-wave, thus the theory seems to be almost as simple as the IIB case.
In section 2, we show that the pp-wave geometry admits 24 Killing spinors. In particular, we find the explicit form of the Killing spinors for later use. In section 3, we construct the ligh-cone superstring action on the above pp-wave background starting from the eleven dimensional supermembrane action on AdS 4 × S 7 in the pp-wave limit. The action becomes the one of two massive supermultiplets of (4,4) supersymmetry. In section 4, we identify the kinematical and dynamical supersymmetry on the worldsheet action. In particular, we
give the transformation rules for the N = (4, 4) worldsheet supersymmetry. In section 5, we draw some conclusions. In the appendix, we describe the compactification of the elevendimensional pp-wave which gives rise to the IIA pp-wave geometry and give some useful formula which is used in the main context.
Note added: While writing this manuscript, there appeared a paper [21] which treats the same subject. However, the action obtained in that paper seems to be non-supersymmetric while the background geometry is obviously supersymmetric. Here we directly compute the ten-dimensional Killing spinor equations and get the explicit expression for those Killing spinors. This will be needed in the study of supersymmetry in the IIA string theory and also it will illuminate the nature of supersymmetry more clearly.
The Killing spinor equations come from the vanishing of supersymmetry variations of gravitino and dilatino fields, δ η ψ µ = δ η λ = 0. The general expressions for these supersymmetry transformation rules are given in the appendix.
The equation from the dilatino transformation rule, δ η λ = 0, reduces to the condition
The equation for the gravitino transformation rule is given by
where the explicit expression for Ω µ is given in the appendix. In our case at hand, Ω ± are Ω − = 0 ,
For the spinors η which satisfy (3), Ω I 's are given by
In order to see the structure of the spinor more clearly, we introduce the following representations for SO (1, 9) gamma matrices:
where σ's are Pauli matrices, and 1 16 the 16 × 16 unit matrix. γ I are the 16 × 16 symmetric real gamma matrices satisfying the spin(8) Clifford algebra {γ I , γ J } = 2δ IJ , which are reducible to the 8 s + 8 c representation of spin (8) . We note that, since we compactify along the x 9 direction, Γ 9 is the SO(1, 9) chirality operator and γ 9 becomes SO(8) chirality operator,
Firstly, we consider 16 component spinors which satisfy
which clearly satisfies the condition (3). In the above representations (7) , the transformation parameterη is of the formη
From the − and I components of the condition (4), it is easy to showη is independent of the coordinates x − and x I .
The only remaining nontrivial condition for this spinorǫ is
Since (γ 12349 ) 2 = 1,ǫ can be decomposed into the eigenstates of γ 12349 as
Therefore 16 Killing spinors depend only on x + coordinate and are given bỹ
whereǫ ± 0 are eight component constant spinors. This will be shown to correspond to 16 kinematical supersymmetry in the IIA string action given in the next section.
Next we find eight remaining Killing spinors, which correspond to the dynamical supersymmetry on the string theory. First of all, from the condition (3), the dynamical supersymmetry generators can be written of the form,
where ǫ should satisfy γ 12349 ǫ = −ǫ. The x − component of the condition (4) reduces to ∂ − η = 0, which means η is independent of x − . The x I components of the equation (4) reduce to (∂ I + Ω I )η = 0. Since Ω I Ω J = 0 for any I, J = 1, · · · , 8 due to Γ 2 I = 0, η depends on x I , at most, linearly and thus is of the form form
where ǫ is independent of x I as well as x − . One can easily convince that this automatically 3 Light-cone IIA superstring action in plane wave background
The best way to get the IIA GS superstring action in the general background is the double dimensional reduction of the supermembrane action in eleven-dimensions [22] . In general, it is very complicate to get the full expression of the GS superstring action in the general background. However, in the case at hand, we know the full action of supermembrane in eleven-dimensional pp-wave background. This comes from the fact that eleven-dimensional pp-wave geometry can be thought as a special limit of AdS 4 × S 7 geometry on which the full supermembrane action is constructed using coset method [23] . Therefore we start from the supermembrane action in eleven-dimensional pp-wave in the rotated coordinates (41),
given in the appendix. The supermembrane is wrapped on x 9 , and becomes IIA superstring after the double dimensional reduction along x 9 .
The general expression of the eleven dimensional supermembrane action is too complicated. Thus we first simplify the action by fixing the fermionic κ-symmetry,
Super elfbein in this fixing condition has the following form: 3
Er =êr +θΓrDθ .
whereθ = iθ T Γ 0 and Dθ is the super-covariant one-form whose general expression is given by
In the given background geometry and in the κ gauge, Dθ reduces to
where Γ 123 comes from the non-vanishing constant four-form field strength and Γ 49 is due to the component of the spin connectionω 49 + = −µ/6, which is related to the ten dimensional RR two-form field strength asω 49 + = F +4 /2 under the Kaluza-Klein reduction. In the κ-symmetry fixing condition, the super three-form field is simplified aŝ
whereÎ = 1, ..., 9.
Through the usual Kaluza-Klein reduction, the super zehnbein is related to the above super elfbein. Among the super zehnbein fields, E r is the only what we need for the construction of the superstring action and is obtained from the relationsÊ r µ = Φ −1/3 E r µ and E r α = Φ −1/3 e φ/6 E r α where Φ is the super dilaton field given byÊ 9 9 [24] .
The IIA superstring action in the superspace formalism can be written as [22] S
where the pullback of super zehnbein onto the worldsheet is
The explicit expression for each component in our background is given by
The Wess-Zumino term becomes
Therefore the κ symmetry fixed IIA superstring action on the pp-wave background is then given by
We now consider the bosonic light-cone gauge to get the action for the physical degrees of freedom. The equation of motion for X + is harmonic, the same as in the flat case, which means that the usual light-cone gauge, X + ∝ τ , is allowed. We then take the conventional light-cone gauge conditions as follows:
where p + is the total momentum congugate to X − . The last two conditions are for the fixing of the worldsheet diffeomorphisms and allow us to fix other worldsheet metric components consistently as −h τ τ = h σσ = 1 .
The superstring action in the above light-cone gauge choice, S LC , is read as
where we have rescaled the fermionic coordinate as θ → θ/ √ 2α ′ p + . m is a mass parameter defined by
which characterizes the masses of the worldsheet fields. We see that the light-cone gauge fixed action S LC is quadratic in fields and thus describes a free theory as in the IIB case [7] .
In order to see the structure more clearly, we rewrite the action in the 16 component spinor notation with θ A = 1 2 1/4 0 ψ A (Superscript A denotes the SO(1, 9) chirality.) under which
The fermion mass term can be rewritten as
where the sign of subscript in ψ A ± represents the eigenvalue of γ 1234 . In our notation, fermion has the same SO (1, 9) and SO(8) chirality measured by Γ 9 and γ 9 , respectively. Thus, among sixteen fermionic components in total, eight with γ 12349 = 1 have the mass of m/6 and the other eight with γ 12349 = −1 the mass of m/3, which are identical with the masses of bosons. Therefore the theory contains two supermultiplets (X i , ψ 1 − , ψ 2 + ) and (X i ′ , ψ 1 + , ψ 2 − ) of (4,4) supersymmetry with the masses m/3 and m/6, respectively.
N = (4, 4) Worldsheet Supersymmetry
In this section we describe the supersymmetry in the above light-cone fixed action. The supersymmetry transformation (δ η ) for the worldsheet fields is the odd part of the supertranslation in superspace, which is read off from
With these relations, the supersymmetry transformation rules in the light-cone gauge and the κ symmetry fixing condition Γ + θ = 0 are obtained as
For the kinematic supersymmetry δη satisfying Γ +η = 0, the light-cone gauge choice X + = α ′ p + τ is preserved and the transformation rules for the physical degrees of freedom areδ
Thus we see that the kinematic supersymmetry is nonlinearly realized on the string worldsheet.
For the dynamical supersymmetry δ η , fermionic κ-symmetry fixing condition is no longer preserved, because Γ + η = 0. Therefore we need the supplement κ transformations so that the total transformation rule, δ = δ η + δ κ preserves κ-symmetry fixing condition. In the superspace notation, the κ symmetry transformation (δ κ ) satisfies the following equations
where the matrix Γ is given by
with the determinant g of the induced metric g mn given by g mn = Π r m Π s n η rs . Γ has the properties as a projection operator:
(34)
In the component notation, the transformation rules become
It is usually convenient to introduce
which allows us to view the parameter κ as a worldsheet vector. It is easily checked that κ 2 m (κ 1 m ) is the (anti-) self-dual vector and thus each worldsheet vectors has one independent component, say ρ A . In our notation, κ 1τ = −κ 1σ = −ρ 1 and κ 2τ = κ 2σ = −ρ 2 . Then the
One can find the appropriate κ transformation parameters so that the total transformation rules obey Γ + δθ = 0. 4 The resultant transformation rules are as follows:
where we performed the rescaling in fermions ψ → ψ/(2 1/4 √ 2α ′ p + ) and the supersymmetry parameter ǫ → ǫ/2 1/4 given in (14) . Indeed the light-cone action (27) is on-shell invariant under the above (4,4) supersymmetry (38).
Discussions
The simplicity of the action of the IIA GS superstring on the pp-wave geometry and its supersymmetry is quite striking. The light-cone action consists only of quadratic terms and thus the theory is free. Furthermore the dynamical supersymmetry is independent of the worldsheet time coordinate which implies that the fields in the same supermultiplet have the same mass. Since the number of dynamical supersymmetries is half the number of those in IIA superstring on the flat background, the full field contents split into two supermultiplets.
Each supermultiplet consists of half number of bosons and fermions which has the same mass. Therefore the theory can be interpreted as the free N =(4,4) two-dimensional theory with two massive supermultiplets.
The mode expansions are straightforward and the spectrum should have the same supersymmetry structure. It should be much more straightforward to find BPS D-branes in the string theory [26, 27, 28, 29] than the original eleven-dimensional M theory. For example, all the BPS states found in [10, 11, 30] in the context of matrix model in eleven dimensions would be found in this string theory. The IIA matrix string theory on pp-wave background should also have the same supermultiplet structure as it becomes free string theory in the IR limit. In that sense, the matrix string theory on ten dimensional pp-wave seems to be more transparent than the matrix model on eleven dimensional pp-wave. All these will be presented in the forthcoming paper [31] .
under which the geometry becomes
Therefore in the new coordinates, ∂ 9 = ∂ ∂x 9 is an isometry. If the x 9 coordinate is periodically identified, M theory in this pp-wave background can be compactified to give type IIA string theory in the following new pp-wave geometry:
From this ten dimensional IIA geometry, we may choose the zehnbein as
The only non-vanishing spin connection one-form is
The supersymmetry transformation rule for the ten-dimensional gravitino ψ µ , in the string frame and in the vanishing fermion background, is
where the covariant derivative is given by 
